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Homewood-Flossmoor High School 

Textbook Center 
 

Overview: 

 

The Textbook Center provides students and teachers with textbooks, as well as supplemental and 

consumable books.  In addition, workbooks are ordered and distributed by the Textbook Center. 

 

Textbooks and supplemental books issued by the Textbook Center are barcoded with serial 

numbers “X  - - -   - - - - -.”  The first three digits following the X are unique to each title, and are 

referred to as the “Title Code.”  The remaining five digits identify each copy within a title.  

Using the current textbook system, Destiny Textbook Manager©, copies are scanned out to 

students and faculty when assigned, and scanned in when returned to the Textbook Center.  Lost 

items are billed to individuals who fail to return all items issued to them on time and undamaged. 

 

Consumable books and workbooks are not barcoded.  They are distributed to students for 

applicable courses, and the cost of these items is included in each student’s enrollment fee.  

Students receive sets of workbooks based on their original schedules for the school year, but they 

may have to pay for additional items needed due to course or level changes (depending on their 

particular schedules).  Students who lose such items should be referred to the Textbook Center 

for either a used copy (if available) or to determine the cost for a replacement (payable at the 

Campus Store in the South Cafeteria). 

 

Teachers may contact the Textbook Center when they require copies for their personal use.  

English Department Teachers requiring use of multiple copies of books must request the title(s) 

via GoogleDrive©, at least two school days in advance of the desired appointment or delivery 

date.  Note: Items checked out to students through the Textbook Center must never be 

collected in class.  Students must return their individual copies either as a group, during a class 

appointment, or on their own time.  Each copy must be scanned in with the individual student 

present in order to verify that the student is turning in the correct copy, and also to assess the 

item’s condition.  Books collected in class and delivered in bulk to the Textbook Center will 

not be accepted for return. 
 

If a title has been designated for use as a Class Set by your Department Chair, you will be issued 

a set of such books according to your schedule.  Class-set copies are scanned out to your teacher 

textbook account.  Class sets should only be issued when it is anticipated that all copies will 

remain in the classroom.  Class-set books should never be loaned to students for use outside of 

your classroom.  If a student needs a copy to make-up work (due to illness, homebound status, 

etc.), the student or parent/guardian may check out a temporary copy directly from the Textbook 

Center. 

 

Required Textbooks for either Semester One or Year-long courses are distributed to students 

through the Textbook Center upon Registration.  Students who make schedule changes after 

receiving textbooks must return any items no longer needed before items can be issued for 

courses added.  Textbooks are distributed for Second Semester according to instructions 

distributed by the Textbook Center, and collected at Semester- and Year-end directly in the 

Textbook Center or designated location. 

 

Upon registration, all students receive, and sign for, a handout entitled “Textbook DO’s and 

DON’Ts.”  This clarifies school/board policies on the use of school textbooks, and it is 

ultimately intended to prevent loss of school property.  A copy follows for your review. 
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Textbook Center Website:  http://www.hfhighschool.org/resources/textbook-center/ 

 

 

Textbook Center Forms: 
 

 Request for Additional/2nd Set of Textbooks: Parent and Student Agreement:  Students and 

parents/guardians requiring a 2nd set of Textbooks (usually for medical/physical limitations) 

will be required to sign this agreement each applicable year in order to obtain the additional 

items requested.  This agreement emphasizes the student’s responsibility to see that his or 

her items are secured within the classroom each day.  Teachers may expect that an 

occasional student will request teachers’ assistance in determining secure locations for 

textbook copies that remain at school.  In addition, it is the parent/guardian’s option to ask 

his or her student to collect teacher signatures for parental assurance that all necessary 

student-teacher arrangements have been made, as directed in the agreement.  A copy of this 

agreement follows for your review. 

 

 Textbook Center – Appointment / Delivery Request form:  (available to English 

Department teachers through GoogleDrive©)  This is an electronic form submitted a 

minimum of two school days in advance of a requested delivery or class appointment(s). 

 

 Textbook Research Form:  (available through GoogleDrive©)  This form has been 

developed by the Textbook Center, and is designed to assist both the researcher and 

purchaser of new materials.  When submitting new titles for adoption, you must submit a 

completed Textbook Research Form for each.  It is imperative that this information is 

available when the order is placed during the summer.  This form may be completed 

electronically or printed and completed manually.  When completing the form electronically, 

green cells (totals, percentages, etc.) will calculate automatically based on figures you enter.  

This form has also been combined into one electronic file— available through 

GoogleDrive©—containing all four components for each adoption submission (Checklist, 

Adoption form, Research form, and Technology Research Form). 

 

 Technology Research Form:  (available through GoogleDrive©)  This form has been 

developed by the Textbook Center, and is designed to record information about non-print 

resources available for a textbook.  Although optional when submitting new titles for 

adoption, it is highly recommended that any department planning—or interested in utilizing 

these resources in the future—use this form to record all necessary information when 

working with a sales representative during the selection and submission processes.  It is each 

department’s responsibility to determine what is available, what the costs are, and how the 

technology will be accessed or delivered to teachers and/or students.  For example, if teacher 

resources are online, this form is used to record whether passwords are mailed, or log-ins are 

requested online by teachers, etc.  For students, textbooks may be shrink-wrapped with 

access code cards…or perhaps each teacher will need to request a bank of access codes.  

Again, it is each department’s responsibility to know this information for non-print 

resources they plan to use.  This form may be completed electronically or printed and 

completed manually.  It has also been combined into one electronic file— available through 

GoogleDrive©—containing all four components for each adoption submission (Checklist, 

Adoption form, Research form, and Technology Research Form). 

 

 Request for Purchase of Materials from Gifted Funds:  (available from Department 

Offices and/or the Gifted Education faculty representative)  Completed requests for printed 

materials are processed by the Textbook Center and orders for audio/visual or 

electronic/software items are processed by the AV Center.) 

http://www.hfhighschool.org/resources/textbook-center/
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Teacher FAQ: 
 
1) How do I obtain a teacher’s edition or resources for a textbook? 

 

For teacher’s editions, please e-mail your request to the Textbook Center.  A copy will be 

located and assigned to you, or purchased if necessary and available.  For other textbook 

resources, please contact your Department Chairperson.  Teacher’s resources other than 

teacher editions must be researched and purchased at department level, and charged to 

your department’s supply account. 

 

2) How can I find out which titles are available from the Textbook Center or how many 

copies are available? 
 

Please contact the Textbook Center to inquire about titles and quantities available. 

 

3) Am I allowed to check out any title available from the Textbook Center? 
 

You may check out a single copy of any book you require.  You may only request 

assignment of a title for your students if the title has been designated for use by your 

course.  Please contact your Department Chairperson if you have questions in that regard. 

 

4) Where do I send students for workbooks? 
 

Students should have been issued all necessary workbooks for the school year upon 

registration.  A student who feels that he/she did not receive a workbook should be 

referred to the Textbook Center for assistance.  A student who must purchase a 

replacement workbook will be instructed to pay the item’s cost at the Campus Store, then 

a replacement is given at the Textbook Center. 

 

5) What is the difference between the “Textbook Center” and the “Campus Store?”   

 

Textbooks, workbooks, and supplemental or consumable books are distributed by the 

Textbook Center.  The Textbook Center provides services regarding those items only.  

Students should be directed to the Campus Store for other purposes, including paying 

fees, purchasing event tickets, buying supplies, paying for field trips/transportation, etc.  

Please do not use the term “Book Store” to describe either location.  There is no 

Book Store at H-F.  Students who are referred to the “Book Store” continuously go to the 

wrong location for the wrong purpose due to the resulting confusion when directed in this 

manner. 

 

6) May I direct students to the Textbook Center or Campus Store at any time? 
 

The Textbook Center and Campus Store maintain separate hours, and both attempt to 

remain open for students as much as possible and feasible.  In general, the Textbook 

Center is open from 7:30 a.m. until 4 p.m. each day, and closed for lunch at some point 

between 12:30 and 1:30 p.m.  Please contact extension 5570 for Campus Store hours.  

Students sent to either location during class must have a written pass. 

 

7) What should I do with books left in my classroom? 
 

Please bring or send any idle books to the Textbook Center immediately.  Books left in 

classrooms at the end of the school year will be collected in June, however, a $5.00 Late 

Textbook Fee will be charged to the applicable student for each. 
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8) What should I do if a student believes his or her book is missing or has been taken 

from the classroom? 
 

Please direct the student to the Textbook Center.  If the student’s book has been checked 

in, another can be issued immediately (with current H-F ID).  If the book has not been 

returned to the Textbook Center, the student may check out a replacement copy with two 

restrictions:  The student must present his or her current H-F ID, and the student must not 

have another replacement copy checked out (only one unpaid replacement book is 

allowed at a given time). 

 

9) May I allow a student to borrow my copy of a book or another copy from my 

classroom? 
 

No.  Under no circumstances should a student be allowed to borrow a book that has been 

assigned to another individual.  The student must be directed to the Textbook Center to 

obtain a book in his or her account. 

 

10) May I allow a student to take a “Class Set” copy from my classroom? 
 

No.  Class-set books are for use within the classroom only.  Students or their 

parents/guardians must be directed to the Textbook Center for temporary check-out of a 

book needed to make up work.  We can only bill students for unreturned or damaged 

items checked out to their personal accounts. 

 

11) What should I do if textbooks have become mixed within my classroom, and we aren’t 

sure if each student has the correct copy?  
 

Please contact the Textbook Center to obtain a printout of serial number assignments for 

the applicable title.  You should then conduct a book check to return books to the rightful 

students.  It may be helpful to conduct book checks by requiring the students to bring 

their books to class without informing them in advance that serial numbers will be 

checked.  Under no circumstances should a student with the wrong copy be allowed to 

retain or leave class with that copy. 

 

12) May I require students to leave their textbooks in my classroom?  
 

Students must never be required or pressured to leave textbooks in your classroom.  

Students are responsible for the theft or loss of their textbooks, therefore requiring them 

to leave textbooks in your classroom forces them to assume a financial risk.  If you allow 

students to leave materials in your classroom, you MUST clearly explain this risk to 

them, and you must explain that the only way to avoid this risk is to carry the textbook to 

class each required day. 

 

13) May I take responsibility for the loss of a student’s textbook? 
 

If you are directly responsible for the loss of a student’s textbook or property, you may 

independently arrange to reimburse the student for any loss incurred… 

          ***Please do not ask the Textbook Center to write off student fines!*** 

  


